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The bark it sprang of! from the birch,
and all the studs from Mary's church.
He struck his harp to hurt and harm,
—The strings are of gold—
and struck his bride from the foul troll's arm.
So fairly he played for his lady.
The power of music to disturb and disrupt appears also in the
Russian ballad of Sudko and some Greek songs. In another song
the action Is performed by a harp, so that the harp is often named
in the title. We know it rather as The Twa Sisters (Child 10), and
that title is also used by some Scandinavian collectors. The speaking
Harp or Chords (DGF 95) tells how one sister murdered another
and made her relics into a harp; the chords of the harp revealed
the crime.
The criddeniser\ or adventures without the supernatural, are,
as elsewhere, chiefly histories of lovers: how they woo and are con-
stant or unfaithful, how they test each other's affection, how they
survive or succumb to opposition, and suffer from the force or
wiles of rivals, how they elope, how brides are stolen or ravished,
and brothers and sisters may unwittingly commit incest, how love
leads on to death and murder, and how vengeance is exacted. Some
ballads adopt a scoffing tone before love; others are concerned with
romantic material in which love plays only a small part. Some of
these adventure ballads extend to a considerable length, as Axel
and Valborg, Knut i Borg, Malfred and Mogens, Edmund and
Benedik. They are short and simple epyllia, and their number was
increased, towards the sixteenth century7, by similar long ballads
imported from Germany, such as Tannhauser and the Count of
Rome. The great majority of ballads, however, are of a more epi-
sodic cast, and consequently much briefer. Sometimes it is evident,
as in the case of Lady Inge/red Torlufs Daughter (UDV 118), that
the ballad (a variant of Marianson) is of foreign origin; others have
an air of being records of fact; but in general the question of
originality hardly arises, since little more is attempted than the
rearrangement of a few simple common motifs.
There is charm in Proud Ingeborg's Disguise and The little Foot-
page (UDV 185, 186), since one of the lovers is no more than a
stable-boy, though later revealed to be of higher degree. In many
cases the course of true love is interrupted by long absences,
resembling those of the Moringer cycle. Of such are Thor and

